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Shapes by Love to Teach
egg

earth
eagle

farmer
flowers
fishing
fishbowl
flamingo

football
French fries
igloo
ice cream
inchworm
iceberg
jack-o-lantern
jellyfish
juggle
kite
kangaroo
kittens
lion
leaves
ladybug
ostrich

owl

octopus

opossum

octagon

parrot

picnic

Praying mantis

penguin

pizza

panda
Q

quarter

quail

quail

Quiet!

R

raccoon

rabbit

robot

rhombus

rainbow

rectangle
umbrella
unicorn
vacuum
vulture
valentine
whale
witch
wagon
walrus
worm
xylophone
x-ray
Yarn

Zebra

Zoo
Directions:
Fold each page in half with the writing to the outside.
Slip the pages in ABC order inside the cover page with the folded edge to the outside or right side of the book. Punch 3 holes along the left side to put the book together with brads or yarn. You can print the cover page on cardstock to make the book last longer. Enjoy!